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Thank you very much. That wonderful introduction by 

reminds me of another occasion on which 

a chairman introduced me. 

This particular chairman was most inexperienced, and he 

said that never having undertaken such a task before, he had 

gone to a veteran toastmaster and asked him what the rule of 

introductions was, the veteran told him that it was a very simple 

rule: "If the man is a big-shot and really amounts to something, 
I 

simply state: 'We have with us today• and say no more. But if 

he is small potatoes and does not amount to much, say just as 

much as you can about him. 11 This young fellow then started 

with my birth and moved on down for the next fifteen minutes. 

You know someone once said that the three hardest things 

in the world to do are to climb a .fence leaning toward you, to kiss 

a pretty girl leaning away from you and to acknowledge with proper 

humility a flattering introduction. In spite of many failures, I've 
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had some success with the first two, but the last one has me 

licked. 

As you are well aware -- this is an election year. Some are 

saying the Democrats are the party of the past. I don't really see 

how. So far in Congress they haven't passed anything. 

I must admit Congress is a great institution. As you know, 

the entire House of Representatives and a third of the Senate are 

running this year -- and that's only for the Presidency! 

However, I do want to assure you, that you wi II be able to 

tell the democratic candidates apart at the convention by the kind 

of transportation they' II use. Muskie will be trying to railroad the 

nomination. Humphrey will try to ride in on the gravy train. 

Shirley Chisholm will be riding a women's bicycle. George 

McGovern will be riding a dark horse and George Wallace will be 

driving a school bus. 

.. 
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This will be a rather brief speech -- and you can thank three 

people for it. My speech writer who took a one-hour talk and cut 

it down to 30 minutes; my wife who took the 30 minutes and cut 

it down to 15; and my secretary who took the 15 minute version --

and lost it! 

This is the 145th anniversary of the Black press in America. 

I would like to pay special tribute to those of you who are here 

today. 

Henry La Brie has said "at a time when frustration is a common 

commodity within the Black community, the Black press can point 

to those areas of positive achievement which have .been made within 

the framework of a democratic society... It continues to be a 

unifying force throughout America's Black community." 

For over one-hundred years, we as a people have struggled to 

gain full equality. 

And for over one-hundred years the Black press has been at 

the forefront as a leader of that cause. 

I 
i 
r 
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It all began in 1827, in the City of New York when the 

New York Sun refused to publish a letter written by two men 

who wished to "refute a racist attack" which was made by that 

paper. 

These same two men, largely in reaction to the white press, 

established the Freedom's Journal. 

In 1847, Frederick Douglass founded the North Star. 

Douglass being the astute man that he was sensed the need fqr 

"a well-conducted press" to aid in the cause of Black freedom. 

In fact, he knew Black America wou Id have what he termed an 

"upward battle." Little did he know how long that battle wou Id 

last. Douglass knew that if there was to be any awareness at all 

of the Black man's plight, _the message would have to be carried 

by the Black media. 

With the advent of the Civil War and the period of reconstruction, 

we witnessed the rapid emergence of Black newspapers. 

i 
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Irrespective of the fact that the Black had won his emancipation 

the inequities and injustice remained. 

The white Southerners had their political power restored to 

them. The white Northerners who had supported the Black cause 

in the early 1860's found themselves abondoning the Black masses. 

The Black was left alone, embattled and embittered. He was 

left to seek his own defense. 

The Black press, again was called upon to provide that defense. 

· it was during this period, that The New York Age, fought for 

the adoption of a Civil Rights Bill and the abolition of separate 

schools in New York State. Further, .the Age also waged an • 

effective fight to obtain the right of Blacks to serve in the Spanish 

American War. 

As we entered the twentieth century the status of the Black 

man had declined to the point where as Professor Rayford Logan 

wrote 11 
••• what is now called second-class citizenship for Negroes 
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was accepted by Presidents, the Supreme Court, Congress, 

organized labor, the General Federation of Women's Clubs --

indeed by the vast majority of Americans, North and South .... " 

It was at this point that the Black press began to mature. 

They not only became the major vehicle by which the injustice --
to Blacks was carried, but, they also began to disseminate the 

message of contemporary life into the Black communities. 

The image of the Black man had to be changed. The 

majority press had contributed greatly to the distortion and 

stereotyping of the 'Black man. 

Due to the selective reporting the Black man was depicted 

as ignorant, criminal, and in general an object for the white 

community to kick around like a football. 

Why even last Sunday, The Washington Post ca_rried a front-

page story by-Ii ned "Stanford Professor Stresses Inferiority of 

Negroes. 11 

. . 

I 
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While the story itself tends to discredit the professor's 

theories -- many Americans both black and white will only read 

as far as the headline. 

For the white reader it will tend to re-enforce the mythological 

process which has tal<en place over the years -- that is, that the 

Black man is inferior -- not only intellectually, but socially. 

For the Black, a headline such as was printed in Sunday's 

paper will contribute greatly to how Blacks see themselves. It 

becomes a forced imposition of white culture, which unfortunately 

has a tendency to manifest itself in the Black American's own 

self-conception. 

I have strayed slightly from the historical analysis to the 

contemporary. But, I felt it necessary to point out that the image 

of the Black is still being exploited by the majority press in the 1970's. 

A new type of journalism emerged with the founding of the 

Chicago o·aily Defender. This paper did not pander to the small 

i 
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influential groups; it did not pander to just the educated and 

informed; it sought the mass audience. 

The Defender resorted to a type of yellow jou rna Ii s m. 

Although, I prefer to term it enlightenment journalism, 

because it brought an awakening. It was the type of paper 

which utilized big, bold banner headlines -- tempered with 

encouraging racial improvement. 

/ It was one of the first papers to encourage the Black man . 
I 

to look upon himself with pride and respect For unti I the Black 

had pride and respect in himself -- the whites of this nation 

would never recognize him as an equaL 

A new awareness was brought about by the Daily Defender. 

Other black papers bagan to appear on the scene. 

Th~se papers began to address themselves to the problems 

of the black community -- not just the problems of blctcks 

relating to whites but, blacks relating to blacks. 

! 
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The papers bagan to reach out not only to the educated but 

the uneducated; not only to the well-fed but the hungry; not 

only to the affluent but to the poor. 

Forty-three years ago The Atlanta Daily World was founded 

by my family. It was the first black daily in America. 

My family -- I would like to think -- pioneered to bring about 

a political awareness which would serve to protect the interest of 

the minority community. 

As a small boy I can remember watching the style-of the paper 

change. 

When the majority press of Atlanta sought to headline stories 

of crimes and violence by minorities -- The Daily World sought to y:-0 ~-0 
...,/ 

offset those stories by utilizing a positive attack. : 
i 

My father used to say to me, there was no point in arguing the 

fact that a black had committed a crime, but, rather, we ought to 

ask why the crime had been committed? Was the crime committed 

because he was basically criminally oriented as are many whites; 

was the crime committed because his family was hungry and he 

I . 
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needed money to buy food; was the crime committed because he 

had been promised by politicians in Washington, a better life --

but for some reason that better life never materialized? 

By the 1940's there were about one-hundred and forty-four 

black publications. Today there are some one-hundred and 

seventy-eight dailys, semi-weeklys or weeklys published in 

America. These publications are serving the needs of twenty-two 

million blacks. They are bringing the word to the community. 

We have looked briefly at the history of the Black press. A 

history which has given the Blacks dignity and respect and the 

wi II to fight for ti rst-class citizenship and opportunities taken 

for granted by other Americans. 

We know where we have been -- but one question we may 

want to ask ourselves is where are we today? What about the 

future? 

In terms of bday, I have been reading with great interest the 

many news stories resulting from the six-day gathering of ...-Fo-
~- .<?o 

(, 
professional black newsmen at Howard University. 
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/ The reports eminating from these meetings indicate that the 

· majority press is biased, minority hiring is at a minimum and we 

need to bring more blacks into the white communications apparatus. 

I would agree to this, to the extend that w·e now have less than 

five percent across the board minority involvement in the majority 

press. However, I disagree to the extent that encouraging more 

black newsmen to enter the majority press may well destroy the 

purpose of the black press as we know it today. _ 

It occurs to me that for the last decade we as a people have 

encouraged our brothers and sisters to take pride in themselves; 

to be proud of their heritage; to climb over the walls of degradation 

and walk with self-respect hand in hand with all Americans. 

· We of the black press have been the instigators -- we have 

been the leaders of that march to self-respect, and we must never 

drop by the wayside -- for once we stop -- it will be damn 

difficu It to get up again. 

I 
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Perhaps the better solution is not to demand that more blacks 

be hired by the white press, but to demand better educational 

facilities to educate our people in the field of communications. 

Once educated, we should encourage him to enter the black 

communications field and improve our links with the community, 

both black and white. 

We taf k a great deal today about the need for identity -- wel I 

believe me if the function of the black press is allowed to dies ·a 

slow death -- the black man will never find his true identity. 

If young black students of communications are encouraged 

only to gain an education in order to infiltrate the majority press 

then surely our people will never be heard from again. 

It was not the majority press that pioneered for freedom, it 

was not the majority press that pioneered for recognition of equal 

civil rights; it is the black press which incessantly focuses attention 

on the need to eradicate hunger and poverty; and it is the black 
Q ~-f- '1()),1' 
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press, occasionally supported by the majority press, which rages 

when the educational needs of our people are pitifully reduced 

to chalk dust. 

The black press must continue to prove itself the viable link 

' We are entering a political year. The role the black press 

plays in the next nine months will be more important than ever. 

I noted with alarm, several weeks ago a Gallup poll which 

showed that blacks consider them'selves Democrats by a margin 

of 72 percent to 9 percent. 

This country was built on the two-party system. Yet, for the 

Blacks, the figures seem to indicate that we are made up of-only 

one party. 

Ladies and gentlemen, you ~ave a big job ahead of you. 

When I look at the figures -- and you should be looking at 

them also -- and informing the community -- I can't help but 

' 
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find myselfthinking the Democrats don't need to worry about the · 

Black vote. With 72 percent of the Blacks claiming Democrat 

party affiliation -- why shou Id they. 

On the other hand the Republicans, far too often, feel that 

they shouldn 1t waste their time developing programs for the 

Blacks -- because no matter what they do they won't get the vote. 

I have travelled a great deal around this country and I am 

absolutely amazed at how many blacks are convinced that the . 

. Democrats do everything for them. 

I am here to tell you, that this is a falacy which must be 

buried once and for all -- and the black press must do it. 

The Democrats have certainly aided in advancing the e-ause 

of the Blacks -- I would not for one minute imply otherwise. 

But, to be totally realistic about the overall political picture 

we better start taking a look at what this Administration has been 

doing. 
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The fact is, that the record for the last three and a half years 

has been rather remarkable when you consider that Richard Nixon 

didn't owe his election victory in 1968 to the Black vote. 

In 1968 the President said, ''For too long, white America has 

sought to buy off the Negro -- and to buy off its own sense of 

guilt -- with ever more programs of welfare, or public housing, 

of payments to the poor, but not for anything except for keeping 

out of sight: payments that perpetuated poverty and that kept _the 

endless, dismal cycle of dependency spinning from generation to 

generation." 

Our task -- our challenge -- is to breal< this cycle of dependency 

.•. the way to do it is not with more of the same .... 11 

And he has not given us more of the same. Let us look for 

a moment at just a few accomplishments. 

In 1969, $75 million was budgeted for civil rights enforcement 

activity compared to 19731s recommendations for $602.1 million --
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an eight-fold increase over a five-year period. Also, in 1973 the 

total Federal civil rights budget will almost triple the 1969 

expenditures -- $0. 9 bi II ion to $2. 6 bi II ion. 

The Justice Department has s~bstantially increased its staff 

of attorneys, to enforce Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, from 
I 

93 in Fiscal Year 1969 to 158 in Fiscal Year 1972; in 1973 funds 

will be increased by 35 percent. The number of compliance 

reviews performed under this program are expected to increase 

52, 000 in 1973 compared to 12, 300 in 1969. 

The 1973 budget provides $69 million for legal services compared 

to $36 mi Ilion in 1968. 

Minority business assistance increased from $200 mi lli_-on in 

1969to$360.3 million in 1971. In 1973 outlays will amount to 

$505. 8_million. -

In Fiscal Year 1968, the Small Business Administration reserved 

• 8 federal government contracts worth $10. 4 million for minority 

businesses. In Fiscal Year 1971, SBA reserved 751 contracts 

worth over $60 million for minority businesses. 
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In 1969, 500,000 minority children in the South were in 

desegregated schools. In 1971 that figure rose to over 3 mi II ion. 

These are some of the facts -- and the black press must 

encourage the community to look at both sides. It is only in 

this way that we are going to achieve the political leverage --

to force both major parties to go after our vote. It is only in 

this way that we are going to be assured that our vote counts 

for something. 

Last weekend in Gary, Indiana -- political strategy for the 

1972 election was mapped. A strategy involving a united black front; 

a strategy which says we are through giving the Democrats all of 

our votes -- if they want them they are going to have to ear·n them. 

Further, it is a strategy which says to the Republicans -- the vote 

is your providing you are willing to seek our vote -- to include us 

as you do the other segments of the population in this country. 

Yes, a united black front which will assume a posture of 

independence -- not just a commitment to one candidate and one 

party. 

i 
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I think F resident Nixon has shown he is interested in our 

vote. I think he has shown it by deeds -- not inflated rhetoric 

and it is time that the black community recognizes this. 

Several days ago Representative William Clay, one of my own 

brothers, accused President Nixon of being a "racist President." 

He went on to say he thought the President was "making a mistake, 

surrounding himself with the kind of colored people he has .... 11 

I consider his charges cheap, and underhanded. They smack 

of partisan politics, they smack of demagoguery at its worst, and 

further they serve no useful purpose. 

Congressman Clay has chosen to hit below-the-belt. He has 

used the auspicies of his office as an elected official of this country 

to further his own political ambitions. But, even worse than that --

he has done it at the expense and welfare of our own people. 

Further, I would suggest that Congressman Clay stop harping 

about the President and his staff. Instead, Clay might explain to 
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our people why his own party leadership -- in the Senate and in 

the House -- has flatly refused to meet with the Black Caucus. I 

might add that President Nixon has met with them and given an 

item by item response. 

I should c1lso like to point out that as members of the House 

of Representatives, the Black Caucus could have -- and still can --

put their entire list of proposals in the form of legislation and 

submit them to the Democrat con~rolled Congress for passage~ 

This is not 1865 -- this is 1972. And if we are to survive as a 

people we must approach our problems with clear, cool, calculated 

reasoning. 

You ladies and gentlemen have the vehicle by which we can 

achieve the solutions to the problems. 

You can bring to the community the facts, you can create an 

atmosphere of questioning, of debating, of criticism and plaudit. 

The majority press cannot do this -- but the black press can. 

t 
- J 
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That black press is the voice of our communities -- the majority 

press is merely an echo. 

Earlier in my address I asked where would we go in the future? 

I don't think it necessary to speculate on the future -- for what 

you do here today -- the present -- will determine the future. Not 

----
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Thank you very much. That wonderful introduction by 

reminds me of another occasion on which 

a chairman introduced me. 

This particular chairman was most inexperienced, and he 

said that never having undertaken such a task before, he had 

gone to a veteran toastmaster and asked him what the rule of 

introductions was, the veteran told him that it was a very simple 

rule: "If the r)lan is a big-shot and really amounts to something, 
i 

simply state: 'We have with us today' and say no more. But if 

he is small potatoes and does not amount to much, say just as 

much as you can about him. 11 This young fellow then started 

with my birth and moved on down for the next fifteen minutes. 

You know someone once said that the three hardest things 

in the world to do are to climb a .fence leaning toward you, to kiss 

a pretty girl leaning away from you and to acknowledge with proper 

humility a flattering introduction. In spite of many failures, I've 
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had some success with the first two, but the last one has me 

licked. 

As you are well aware -- this is an election year. Some are 

saying the Democrats are the party of the past. I don't really see 

how. So far in Congress they haven't passed anything. 

I must admit Congress is a great institution. As you know, 

the entire House of Representatives and a third of the Senate are 

running this yea~ -- and that's only for the Presidency! 

However, I do want to assure you, that you will be able to 

tel I the democratic candidates apart at the convention by the kind 

of transportation they'll use. Muskie will be trying to railroad the 

nomination. Humphrey will try to ride in on the gravy train. 

Shirley Chisholm will be riding a women's bicycle. George 

McGovern will be riding a dark horse and George Wallace will be 

driving a school bus. 
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This will be a rather brief speech -- and you can thank three 

people for it. My speech writer who took a one-hour talk and cut 

it down to 30 minutes; my wife who took the 30 minutes and cut 

it down to 15; and my secretary who took the 15 minute version --

and lost it! 

This is the 14ih :nniversary of the Black press in America. 

I would like to pay special tribute to those of you who are here 

today. 

Henry La Brie has said "at a time when frustration is a common 

commodity within the Black community, the Black press can point 

to those areas of positive achievement which have been made within 

the framework of a democratic society... It continues to be a 

unifying force throughout America's Black community." 

For over one-hundred years, we as a people have struggled to 

gain full equality. 

And for over one-hundred years the Black press has been at 

the forefront as a leader of that cause. 
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It all began in 1827, in the City of New York when the 

New York Sun refused to publish a letter written by two men 

who wished to "refute a racist attack'' which was made by that 

paper. 

These same two men, largely in reaction to the white press, 

established the Freedom's Journal. 

' ,. In 1847, Frederick Douglass founded the North Star. 

Douglass being the astute man that he was sensed the need fqr 

"a well-conducted press" to aid in the cause of Black freedom. 

In fact, he knew Black America wou Id have what he termed an 

"upward battle." Little did he know how long that battle wou Id 

last. Douglass knew that if there was to be any awareness at all 

of the Black man's plight, the message would have to be carried 

by the Black media. 

With the advent of the Civil War and the period of reconstruction, 

we witnessed the rapid emergence of Black newspapers. 
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Irrespective of the fact that the Black had won his emancipation 

the inequities and injustice remained. 

The white Southerners had their political power restored to 

them. The white Northerners who had supported the Black cause 

in the early 1860's found themselves abandoning the Black masses. 

The Black was left alone, embattled and embittered. He was 

left to seek his own defense. 

The Black press, again was called upon to provide that defense. 

It was during this period, that The New York Age, fought for 

the adoption of a Civil Rights Bill and the abolition of separate 

schools in New York State. Further, the Age also waged an 

effective fight to obtain the right of Blacks to serve in the Spanish 

American War. 

As we entered the twentieth century the status of the Black 

man had declined to the point where as Professor Rayford Logan 

wrote" ... what is now called second-class citizenship for Negroes 



was accepted by Presidents, the Supreme Court, Congress, 

organized labor, the General Federation of Women's Clubs --

indeed by the vast majority of Americans, North and South .... " 

It was at this point that the Black press began to mature. 

They not only became the major vehicle by which the injustice 

to Blacks was carried, but, they also began to disseminate the 

message of contemporary life into the Black communities. 

The image of the Black man had to be changed. The . 

. majority press had contributed greatly to the distortion and 

stereotyping of the Black man. 

Due to the selective reporting the Black man was depicted 

as ignorant, criminal, and in general ari object for the white 

community to kick around like a football. 

Why even last Sunday, The Washington Post carried a front-

page story by-Ii ned "Stanford Professor Stresses Inferiority of 

Negroes. 11 
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While the story itself tends to discredit the professor's 

theories -- many Americans both black and white will only read 

as far as the headline. 

For the white reader it wi II tend to re-enforce the mythological 

process which has taken place over the years -- that is, that the 

Black man is inferior -- not only intellectually, but socially. 

For the Black, a headline such as was printed in Sunday's 

paper will contribute greatly to how Blacks see themselves. It 

becomes a forced imposition of white cul tu re, which unfortunately 

has a tendency to manifest itself in the Black American's own 

self-conception. 

I have strayed slightly from the historical analysis to the 

contemporary. But, I felt it necessary to point out that the image 

of the Black is still being exploited by the majority press in the 1970's. 

A new type of journalism emerged with the founding of the 

Chicago Daily Defender. This paper did not pander to the small 
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influential groups; it did not pander to just the educated and 

informed; it sought the mass audience. 

The Defender resorted to a type of yellow journalism. 

Although, I prefer to term it enlightenment journalism, 

because it brought an awakening. It was the type of paper 

which utilized big, bold banner headlines -- tempered with 

encouraging racial improvement. 

It was one· of the first papers to encourage the Black man 

to look upon himself with pride and respect. For until the Black 

had pride and respect in himself -- the whites of this nation 

would never recognize him as an equal. 

A new awareness was brought about by the Daily Defender. 

Other black papers bagan to appear on the scene. 

Th~se papers began to address themselves to the problems 

of the black community -- not just the problems of blacks 

relating to whites but, blacks relating to blacks. 
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The papers bagan to reach out not only to the educated but 

the uneducated; not only to the well-fed but the hungry; not 

only to the affluent but to the poor. 
"\._ffoq_,/ 

Forty~e years ago The Atlanta Daily World was founded 

by my family. It was the first black daily in America. 

My family -- I would like to think -- pioneered to bring about 

a political awareness which would serve to protect the interest of 

the minority community. 

As a small boy I can remember watching the style·of the pape 

change. 

When the majority press of Atlanta sought to headline stories 

of crimes and violence by minorities -- The Daily World sought to 

offset those stories by uti I izi ng a positive attack. 

My father used to say to me, there was no point in arguing the 

fact that a black had committed a crime, but, rather, we ought to 

ask why the crime had been committed? Was the crime committed 

because he was basically criminally oriented as are many whites; 

was the crime committed because his family was hungry and he 

I 
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The papers bagan to reach out not only to the educated but 

the uneducated; not only to the well-fed but the hungry; not 

only to the affluent but to the poor. 

Forty-three years ago The Atlanta Daily World was founded 

by my family. It was the first black daily in America. 

My family -- I would like to think -- pioneered to bring about 

a political awareness which would serve to protect the interest of 

the minority community. 

As a small boy I can remember watching the style-of the paper 

change. 

When the majority press of Atlanta sought to headline stories 

of crimes and violence by minorities -- The Daily World sought to ~· Fo--9-.,.. 
. Q 'V ...., 

offset those stories by uti I izi ng a positive attack. 

My father used to say to me; there was no point in arguing the 

fact that a black had committed a crime, but, rather, _we ought to 

ask why the crime had been committed? Was the crime committed 

because he was basically criminally oriented as are many whites; 

was the crime committed because his family was hungry and he 
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needed money to buy food; was the crime committed because he 

had been promised by politicians in Washington, a better life --

but for some reason that better life never materialized? 

By the 1940's there were about one-hundred and forty-four 

black publications. Today there are some one-hundred and 

seventy-eight dai lys, semi-weeklys or weeklys published in 

America. These publications are serving the needs of twenty-two 

million blacks. They are bringing the word to the community. 

We have looked briefly at the history of the Black press. A 

history which has given the Blacks dignity and respect and the 

wi II to fight for first-class citizenship and opportunities taken 

for granted by other Americans. 

We know where we have been -- but one question we may 

want to ask ours elves is where are we today? What about th% ~ Fe~<> 
;t <,. 
a: !1J \,)} f 
\•.:) -~ 

future? 
. l'-

1 n terms of tJday, I have been reading with great inter~t the _,,,/ 

many news stories resulting from the six-day gathering of 

professional black newsmen at Howard University. 
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The reports eminating from these meetings indicate that the 

majority press is biased, minority hiring is at a minimum and we 

need to bring more blacks into the white communications apparatus. 

I would agree to this, to the extend that we now have less than 

five percent across the board minority involvement in the majority 

press. However, I disagree to the extent that encouraging more 

black newsmen to enter the majority press may well destroy the 

purpose of the black press as we know it today. 

It occurs to me that for the last decade we as a people have 

encouraged our brothers and sisters to take pride in themselves; 

to be proud of their heritage; to climb over the walls of degradation 

and walk with self-respect hand in hand with all Americans. 

We of the black press have been the instigators -- we have 

been the leaders of that march to self-respect, and we must never 

drop by the wayside -- for once we stop -- it will be damn 
/~ FO~O 

. ( 
difficult to get up again. ';t ;' 

.r 
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Perhaps the better solution is not to demand that more blacks 

be hired by the white press, but to demand better educational 

facilities to educate our people in the field of communications. 

Once educated, we should encourage him to enter the black 

communications field and improve our links with the community, 

both black and white. 




